JAPAN ART HISTORY FORUM FIRST BOOK SUBVENTION PRIZE
APPLICATION PART A: TO BE COMPLETED BY PUBLISHER
PUBLISHER INFORMATION
Name:
Address:
Representative/contact:
Email:
Telephone:
Fax:
BOOK INFORMATION
On a separate sheet, please provide a copy of the contract with the author.
Projected publication date:
Projected trim size:
Projected number of pages:
Projected number of illustrations:
Number of color plates:
Number of black and white illustrations:
Number of diagrams, maps, or charts:
Other features:
BUDGET
On a separate sheet, please provide a budget, including the specific publishing costs to which
grant money would be applied. Grant money can be used for purposes such as obtaining rights
or reproductions; printing or manufacturing; commissioning diagrams, illustrations, or
photography; and other aspects of publication, but cannot be used to cover copyediting,
indexing, overhead, or administrative costs.
Japan Art History Forum
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OTHER SUPPORT
List any other subsidies for which the publisher has applied, including source and amount
requested:

List any subsidies the publication has already received, including source and amount:

AGREEMENT
The publisher agrees to ensure that the book conforms to all of the stipulations of the JAHF
First Book Subvention Prize:
• The book is single-authored.
• The book is the author’s first monograph.
• The book is under contract and will be published pending receipt of subvention.
The publisher agrees to notify JAHF if any subsidies or grants from other sources are awarded
during the time JAHF is considering the application or, if subsequent to the award, the publisher
receives such grants or subsidies.
If a JAHF First Book Subvention Prize is awarded, the publisher agrees to publish the book
without substantially departing from the specifications detailed above. If substantial changes
become necessary, the publisher is required to notify JAHF as soon as possible. If the book
departs substantially from the above specifications, JAHF reserves the right to cancel the award
if it determines that the book no longer meets the criteria upon which the award was based.
SIGNATURE
Signature of publisher’s representative or contact:
Date:
Printed name of publisher’s representative or contact:
Title or position:
Please submit all application materials to the JAHF Secretary, Justin Jesty:
justin.jesty@gmail.com
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 15, 2017
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